Motor cortex is part of a network of central brain circuits that together enable robust, flexible, and efficient movement in mammals. Recent work has revealed rich dynamics in mammalian motor cortex 1-7 thought to underlie robust and flexible movements. These dynamics are a consequence of recurrent connectivity between individual cortical neuron subtypes 8 , but it remains unclear how such complex dynamics relate to individual cell types and how they covary with continuous behavioral features. We investigated this in mice, combining a selfpaced, kinematically-variable, cortex-dependent, bimanual motor task 9,10 with large-scale neural recordings that included cell-type information. This revealed highly distributed correlates of movement execution across all layers of forelimb motor cortex and subcortical areas. However, we observed a surprising relative lack of modulation in the putative source of motor commands brain-stem projecting (pyramidal tract, PT) neurons 11 . By contrast, striatal/cortical projecting (intratelencephalic, IT) neurons showed much stronger correlations with movement kinematics. Cell-type specific inactivation of PT neurons during movement execution had little effect on behavior whereas inactivation of IT neurons produced dramatic decreases in the speed and amplitude of forelimb movements. PT inactivation elicited rapid, compensatory changes in activity distributed across multiple cortical layers and subcortical regions helping to explain minimal effects of inactivation on behavior. This work illustrates how cortical-striatal population dynamics play a critical role in the control of movement while maintaining substantial flexibility in the extent to which PT projection neurons are a requisite contributor to descending motor commands. † equal contribution
Introduction
The central control of movement is characterized by the ability to execute highly variable movements adapted to achieve diverse goals. For example, the same action can be executed at a continuously varying range or consistent vigor 12 , utilize one or both forelimbs in a coordinated fashion 13 , or be targeted to variable manipulanda 14 . The circuit mechanisms that underlie this remarkable flexibility while maintaining stable control of movement are difficult to understand 15 . On the one hand, flexibility could result from multiple distinct populations of projection neurons with specialized function 16, 17 -although this raises questions about robustness since perturbation of a specific functional class should cause a specific functional deficit. On the other hand, it is possible that consistent dynamics 18 can be flexibly configured to use varying combinations of output pathways 5 -a proposal that can allow robustness against perturbation of a given cell type 19 . To date, there is data to both indicate relatively circumscribed functions of individual projection neuron classes and remarkable robustness to perturbation [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Motor cortex together with the subcortical striatum comprise the primary descending telecephalic circuits for the robust and flexible control of voluntary movements in vertebrates 24 . These forebrain pathways target multiple spinal projecting populations in the midbrain and brainstem which collectively are thought to control voluntary movements. Drawing upon insights from lesion studies and neuroanatomy, much work has suggested that motor cortex appears to play a role both in shaping dexterous movements that require fine articulation of the digits as well as the flexible adjustments of gross movements of the limb 11 . Classic studies have attempted to define the unique contributions of cortex by studying tightly constrained tasks that tend to exhibit stereotyped and well-controlled movements of a limb, often about a single joint 25 . In diverse mammalian species these studies have revealed a clear functional representation of kinematics in single cortical neurons [26] [27] [28] . More recently, work has (re-)emphasized how these individual responses can also be viewed as components of collective population dynamics 7, 29, 30 that determine the preparation 31, 32 and execution 1,2 of movement. To date, it remains unclear how population dynamics related to the control of voluntary movements map onto diverse motor cortical cell types.
It is generally thought that motor commands are carried by 'corticofugal' layer 5 pyramidal type (PT) neurons that project to multiple subcortical targets including the brainstem and spinal cord 11 . However, many studies have observed substantial movement execution related activity in other cell types throughout the motor cortex 3, 26, [33] [34] [35] raising questions about such a functional dissociation. The other major class of layer 5 output neuron, the intratelencephalic (IT) neuron, is also a major source of cortical input to striatum 26, [36] [37] [38] . Basal ganglia, and striatum specifically 9, 39 , are also critical for controlling action and are closely associated with regulation of vigor during movement execution 24, 40 putatively through descending projections to spinal-projecting premotor areas 40 . Moreover, corticostriatal projections from sensory areas are a critical component of action selection in the context of decision making tasks 41, 42 . Thus, while motor commands are often argued to be carried primarily by PT neurons in mouse motor cortex 5, 16, 17 , several lines of evidence indicate that movementrelated activity is distributed across multiple cell types.
Here we sought to address these questions by combining large-scale neural recording across the entire motor cortical depth with genetic targeting and imaging of specific subpopulations of cortical neurons in the context of mice performing a flexible motor task. We find that IT neurons, but much less so PT neurons, have clear representations of movement execution and dominate the mode of population dynamics that represents kinematics. Closed-loop perturbation during movement execution revealed a critical dependence upon motor cortical activity for this task. However, cell-type specific perturbations revealed that the extent of PT neuron contribution to movement execution could be substantially altered without impairing robust control. These data suggest that the flexible routing of motor control signals through the major classes of projection neurons is critical for the robust neocortical control of movement.
Results
We examined neural dynamics during movement in mice using Neuropixels probes 43 that spanned all layers of neocortex and striatum. Mice were trained to make self-initiated (uncued) bimanual movements of varying amplitude to obtain delayed reward, similar to previously described tasks 9, 39, 43 . Briefly, head-fixed mice had to move a joystick past a threshold of varying amplitudes across three blocks to obtain a delayed water reward ( Fig.  1A A total of 1279 well-isolated single units were recorded across forelimb primary motor cortex ('MCtx FL ' , N=599) and underlying striatum ('dSTR' , N=680 units) (n=6 hemispheres, n=3 mice). Rich taskrelated neural dynamics were present. Population activity in both cortex and striatum peaked around movement. The temporally delayed (1 sec) reward in this task revealed prominent reward/consummatory tuning in ventral striatum as expected, but also revealed prominent reward-related activity in MCtx FL (Fig. 1C, F ). Activity in a substantial fraction of MCtx FL units correlated with movement kinematics as previously described in dSTR for this task 9, 39 . For example, many cortical units modulated their activity in proportion to the amplitude of the forelimb movement ( Fig. 1D ).
To quantify representation of reach amplitude by the MCtx FL neural population we used a targeted dimensionality reduction 44 method. Specifically, a simple linear regression was used to identify a dimension (Dim amplitude ) along which the MCtx FL population activity most covaried with forelimb movement amplitude (Methods). The population trajectories along this dimension differed significantly as a function of reach amplitude ( Fig. 1D right, ANOVA, F2,15 = 25.27, p = 1.57x10 -5 ) indicating that MCtx FL neural activity in rodents is also tuned to continuous kinematic parameters of movement execution analogous to many previous reports in primate MCtx 27 . Previous work has demonstrated that basal ganglia activity plays a critical role in regulating movement execution in this task 9, 10, 39, 40 , thus we asked whether MCtx activity was also critical using a closed-loop optogenetic perturbation strategy. First, we used the initiation of a forelimb movement to trigger optical inactivation of MCtx using the VGAT-ChR2 mouse 45 . As in other forelimb tasks, e.g. joystick 46 or reach-to-grasp 47, 48 , we found that MCtx FL was critical for execution of a normal amplitude and speed movement ( Fig. 1E , Supplemental Video 1; ANOVA, amplitude; F1,10 = 11.33, p=0.007; speed; F1,10 = 47.55, p = 4.22x10 -5 ). Closed-loop activation of descending output neurons from MCtx FL was also sufficient to invigorate movement (Supplemental Fig. 1A ). Thus, these data provide evidence that MCtx activity is critical for controlling the vigor with which bimanual limb movements are executed.
Using our dataset with simultaneously recorded activity across all layers of MCtx and STR in behaving mice, we next examined the distribution of task related activity as a function of recording depth By contrast, units with predominantly movementtimed or reward-timed modulation of activity were not distributed homogeneously ( Fig. 1I ). In particular, reward-timed activity was most prominent in units recorded from ventral STR as expected. However, units recorded from depths corresponding to deep layer 5 in MCtx displayed delayed responses compared to units of upper or deeper layers ( Fig. 1I ). This observation was surprising. Deep layer 5 (putative layer 5b) is where the densest population of brainstem and spinal projecting PT neurons 11 are found in motor cortex. Brainstem projecting neurons have often been assumed to be the primary determinant of movement execution. In contrast, in this task, perhaps revealed by reward delivery delayed from movement execution, it appeared that reward-timed activity was more prominent in this putative PT population.
Given the apparent enrichment of rewardtimed activity in units of putative layer 5b we next sought to more carefully characterize how activity related to task performance varied as a function of recording depth. We used an unsupervised dimensionality reduction approach (PCA) to extract the most prominent time-evolving patterns of MCtx FL activity. The top three principal components (PCs) explained on average 47 1.9% of the total variance across all datasets. Projection of MCtx FL population activity onto the first three PCs revealed population activity that peaked either early, up to 500ms after movement initiation (movement-timed), or later around the time of reward delivery (reward-timed), respectively ( Fig. 2A ). We next plotted the coefficients of these movement-timed and reward-timed PCs as a function of recording depth to examine whether these population activity dimensions were homogeneously distributed over recording depth ( Fig. 2B -C). However, consistent with the characterization of individual unit activity previously ( Fig. 1I ), the movement-timed and reward-timed PC loadings were differentially distributed across the cortical depth as revealed by a significant interaction between group (movement-timed vs. reward-timed) and depth ( Fig. 2D ; Two-way ANOVA, F1,31=2.05, p=6.0x10 -4 , pairwise test, p<0.05).
While PT neurons are relatively concentrated at depths corresponding to deep layer 5, there is substantial heterogeneity in precise position of individual neurons 38 . To confirm that reward-timed responses were indeed observed in PT neurons we next sought to optogenetically "tag" PT neurons during recording 17, [49] [50] [51] . We used expression of an optogenetic inhibitor of neural activity to identify putative PT neurons during recordings in behaving mice to mitigate against confounds due to recurrent excitation 49 . To achieve selective labelling of PT neurons a retrograde virus 52 with conditional expression of the inhibitory opsin FLInChR 53 was injected into the brainstem (pons) of Sim1-cre mice 54 . This strategy resulted in selective expression of an inhibitory opsin in pons-projecting PT neurons in M1 ( Fig . Right, A significantly greater portion of the PT tag (64%) neurons had a reward/reach activity ratio larger than 1, meaning a greater reward-timed activity, compared to the rest (35%) of MCtx FL ( 1=30.93, p = 2.67x10 -8 ). Fig. 3 ; paired t-test, α=0.01). The vast majority of tagged PT units (PT tag ) were distributed at depths consistent with layer 5b ( Fig. 2F ; depth estimates from Allen Reference Atlas). These depths overlap with depths at which units with high loading coefficients in the reward-timed PC dimension were concentrated ( Fig.  2C -D) providing further evidence that reward-timed activity is predominant in layer 5b PT neurons in this task.
We next compared the activity of the PT tag neurons to activity from units throughout motor cortex aligned to reach-threshold crossing and reward. The modulation of activity in PT tag population was significantly weaker than the rest of the cortical population during movement execution ( Fig. 2H ; group x time interaction; repeated measures ANOVA, F1,40=11.82, p=1.66x10 -74 , main effect of group; ANOVA, F1,597=23.93, p=1.29x10 -6 ). Many of the putative PT neurons exhibited suppressed activity around reach start (Supplemental Fig. 3 , left column). Excitatory modulation of activity, when apparent in a subset of putative PT neurons, tended to be delayed relative to movement initiation ( Fig. 2J ). These data suggest that the preparation and execution of selfinitiated forelimb movements were only modestly accounted for by activity in the pons-projecting PT neurons of deep layer 5. In contrast, the clear tuning to movement kinematics and execution-related activity in more superficial and deeper populations of units in MCtx FL suggest that IT neuronal populations may be critical for movement execution. We note that IT neurons represent a significant fraction of corticostriatal projection neurons and that dSTR is critical for the modulation of movement vigor in this task 9, 39 and many other tasks in diverse species 24, 40, 55 .
Identifying cell-types via optogenetic tagging has been an important technique that has clarified cell-type specific basis of diverse neuronal correlates (e.g. 50 ), however, it is also subject to well known limitations 17,49 -false negatives are particularly relevant in our study. Thus, we sought to use a complementary method to assess the cell-type specificity of MCtx FL activity in our task. We used cell type specific calcium imaging to more precisely target two major layer 5 neuron populations in MCtx FL . Specifically, we focused on superficial layer 5 IT neurons that provide dense corticostriatal projections 37, 56 and are localized in a region that appeared to have reliable movement-timed activity in our task ( Fig. 1H, 2B) 26 . We used virally-driven expression of GCaMP6f in Sim1-cre and Tlx3-cre mice 17, 54 which are known to preferentially drive expression of transgenes in deep layer 5b PT neurons and superficial layer 5a IT projection neurons, respectively ( Fig 3A- 17, 54, 56, 57 .
Overall the average PT and IT activity showed prominent differences that were consistent with the electrophysiology data. IT neurons showed substantially greater peri-movement activation than PT neurons, whilst PT neurons showed greater reward-timed and intertrial interval activity ( Fig 3D) . Analogous to the electrophysiological experiments we examined low dimensional activity using PCA. The first PC of population reflected a similar difference to that between PT and IT activity. Cells with a positive loading on to the first PC (PC1+) were characterized by prominent activation around movement execution and were more likely to be IT neurons. In contrast, cells with a negative loading (PC1-) were characterized by more reward-timed modulation of activity and were more likely to be PT neurons ( Fig 3E- 
Thus, cell-type specific two photon calcium imaging and large scale electrophysiology across cortical layers combined with optotagging both reveal that positively modulated movement-related signals are primarily in IT neurons of MCtx FL , with PT neurons exhibiting more complex task related activity around delivery of rewards and between trials. We next sought to ask whether IT neurons in MCtx FL are indeed preferentially involved in controlling the amplitude of forelimb movements and better understand the interplay of IT and PT neurons during movement execution. We next revisited our optotagging data and an intriguing observation precipitated by combining large scale recordings across the cortical depth with cell-type specific perturbation (Fig. 4A ). While we found that all units inhibited with short latency (half-maximal inhibition at 34 5 ms) were putatively localized to layer 5b, we also noticed that more superficially and deeper within MCtx as well as subcortically, many units were positively modulated at a relatively long latency (half-maximal excitation at 122 9 ms) after the onset of suppression of PT neuron activity ( Fig. 3 ; paired t-test, α=0.01) were found in layers known to contain IT neurons and at depths similar to IT populations in the imaging data ( Fig. 3) . Moreover, the MCtx units that exhibited delayed excitation during optotagging were also units with the largest loading on to the movement- Fig. 7 & 8 ; pearson's correlation, r=0.31, p=2.7x10 -12 ). dSTR units that receive dense corticostriatal projections from IT neurons also exhibited similar delayed increases in activity ( Fig. 4C, Supplemental Fig. 6 ) providing additional evidence that those units with paradoxical delayed excitation in response to PT suppression are most likely (a subpopulation of ) IT neurons. Thus, we will refer to this subpopulation as 'IT pe ' units ( Fig. 4A,  Supplemental Fig. 3 ). Units with the characteristic robust, short latency inhibition will be referred to as the 'optotagged' PT tag population (Fig. 4A,  Supplemental Fig. 3 & 7) . We next examined whether activity of this IT pe population with robust movement-timed activity could be related to the control of movement kinematics by analyzing activity dynamics during movement execution. We first extracted dimensions that captured the variance in activity during the optotagging protocol (Dim tag ). In each data set, we found that the top two or three Dim tag captured suppressed and enhanced components that reflected the sign of modulation of activity in the PT tag and IT pe populations, respectively (Supplemental Fig. 9 ). For clarity we refer to these principal components as the enhanced and suppressed 'Dim tag ' dimensions. The enhanced Dim tag (IT pe -related) dimension was positively correlated with the movement-timed PC, while the inhibitory Dim tag (PT tag -related) dimension was correlated with the reward-timed PC (Supplemental Fig. 8 top left & bottom right, respectively). The Dim tag dimensions were also compared with the Dim amplitude dimension that best captured the neural variance as a function of reach amplitude. The enhanced Dim tag dimension was more similar to Dim amplitude dimension compared to the suppressed Dim tag dimension (inner product: 0.78 vs 0.15, respectively; Fig. 4D , two-tailed independent t-test, t6 = 3.61, p=0.01). ± ± ± ± ± These results suggest that the subpopulation of MCtx neurons paradoxically excited by PT suppression, is the same subpopulation that appears to dominate population activity dynamics that correlate with the kinematics of forelimb movements. This relationship was revealed in the trajectories of population activity for individual sessions. For example, the modulation of population activity obtained by projecting the MCtx FL population activity onto the enhanced Dim tag 2 dimension increased systematically in proportion to movement amplitude ( Fig. 4E -G, ANOVA, F2,15 = 9.96, p=1.8x10 -3 ). In contrast, population trajectories within the inhibitory Dim tag 1 dimension revealed much smaller differences as a function of amplitude ( Fig. 4F , ANOVA, F2,15 = 3.56, p=0.054). Consistent with this interpretation, IT pe units had systematically larger regression coefficients relating trialwise modulation of activity to movement amplitude compared to the PT tag units or the rest of the MCtx FL population (Fig.  4H , ANOVA, F2,457 = 13.06, p=3.04x10 -6 ).
timed PC dimension (Supplemental
To directly compare dynamics along the dimensions identified from optogenetic tagging periods outside the task with the dimension of activity best correlated with reach amplitude during task, we plotted dynamics along Dim tag dimensions against Dim amplitude dimension (Fig 4I-J) . We found that the enhanced Dim tag 2 and Dim amplitude dimensions were highly correlated (Fig. 4I) whereas the suppressed Dim tag 1 and Dim amplitude dimensions were largely independent ( Fig. 4I ; example population with N=129 units). These data suggest that the enhanced Dim tag 2 dimension is a 'movement-potent' dimension related to the control of movement amplitude, whereas the orthogonal Dim tag 1 dimension reflects a 'movement-null' dimension in the context of this task 32 . Previous work has argued that population activity in primate MCtx during a pre-movement (preparatory) period was inferred to be movement-null because no movement was observed and the population activity during execution was primarily along an orthogonal dimension 32 -an observation consistent with theoretical predictions 58 . However, one test of this model currently lacking experimental support is that perturbation of activity specifically along the movement-null dimension during execution should produce little modulation of movement kinematics.
We next sought to test this prediction by using closed-loop, cell-type specific perturbation of activity in MCtx FL populations selectively during movement execution. If it is the case that the suppressed Dim tag 1 dimension (PT tag -dominated activity) is primarily along a movement-null dimension, then this perturbation should have little effect on movement execution. We first confirmed that perturbation during movement produced large modulation of population activity primarily along the suppressed Dim tag 1 (PT tag -related) dimension with more modest modulation along the enhanced Dim tag 2 (IT pe -related) dimension as predicted ( Fig. 4J-K) . Finally, we examined its effect on movement kinematics. Suppression of pons-projecting PT neuron activity during movement had a small effect on the amplitude and speed of forelimb movements (Fig. 4L , ANOVA, amplitude; F1,10 = 3.80, p=0.080; speed; F1,10 = 2.78, p=0.127). Thus, these data provide strong evidence that the dimension of population activity dominated by pons-projecting PT-type projection neurons is, at least in this task, a movement-null dimension contrary to expectations from other tasks 5, 17 (we should note however that previous work has not evaluated the causal contribution of PT neurons to execution).
These results also make another strong prediction: the population we identify functionally as IT pe , which we have argued is likely a subset of IT neurons, should make a critical contribution to movement-potent dimensions. To assess this prediction we performed cell-type specific inactivation of STR-projecting IT neurons (see Methods). As predicted, perturbation of the IT population had large effects on movement kinematics (Fig. 4M , ANOVA, amplitude; F1,12 = 17.34, p=0.001; speed; F1,12 = 10.98, p=0.006). We note that this occurred despite the much smaller number of neurons expressing the optogenetic inhibitor (FLInChR 53 ) in the IT population. The fact that perturbation experiments allow a dramatic change in the relative contribution of PT neurons during movement execution without altering kinematics suggests that cortical motor commands can be routed to downstream targets in a flexible and celltype selective manner depending on the specific demands of the task.
Discussion
We trained mice to flexibly regulate the vigor (amplitude) with which they displaced a springloaded joystick while making large scale population recordings throughout all layers of motor cortex and dorsal through ventral striatum -major telencephalic structures for the control of limb movements. We observed a clear encoding of movement amplitude in mouse forelimb motor cortex and, as previously described 9, 40 , in dorsal striatum. Surprisingly, both large scale electrophysiology with optotagging of neuron subtypes and imaging of targeted cell types revealed that the representation of movement kinematics was predominantly observed in layer 5 IT populations and much reduced in deep layer 5 ponsprojecting PT neurons. This result is in contrast to the suggestion that for cortically-dependent movements motor commands are conveyed primarily via PT neurons 5, 16 . However, our observations are consistent with key roles for subcortical structures such as basal ganglia in the regulation of movement vigor 39, 59 , critical functions for extrapyramidal motor pathways in regulating movement execution 60 , and the notion that corticospinal projections are primarily recruited for fine control of dexterity 2,61 rather than gross movement 59 . Our data together with previous work provide evidence that the relative recruitment of IT and PT neuron types is task specific and reflects a flexible routing of motor cortical output through downstream effectors 17 .
Many studies of cortical encoding of movement have focused on cued movements of individual limbs along highly stereotyped trajectories, whereas here we studied a self-paced bimanual task in which mice were adapting the vigor of movements. IT neurons are a distinct class of projection neuron characterized by dense interhemispheric projections 38, 62, 63 and bimanual movements appear to require coordination of activity across hemispheres in rodents 64 . IT neurons are also a major source of cortical input to striatum (IT is often synonymous with corticostriatal 26, 37, 56, 62 ) which is known to be important for self-initiated actions and the control of movement vigor 24, 55, 65 . Thus, several pieces of behavioral evidence are consistent with this task robustly engaging IT neurons. We note that previous studies have observed movement execution related activity in IT neuron populations during movements in primates as well 26 . Our data suggest that circuit mechanisms underlying cortical control of movement in other species may also be further elucidated by using tasks with diverse features (e.g. self-initiation, bimanual, adapting vigor).
The notion that MCtx population activity can be substantially perturbed in ways that directly alter movement and those that are largely inconsequential for overt movement has been long standing 11 . Indeed, this idea is central to account for preparatory activity in primary motor areas 31, 32 and complex functional-tuning between individual neurons and the muscles they innervate 11, 66 . One formulation of this idea is movement-potent vs movement-null dimensions of population activity 4, 18, 32, 58 . However, to date it has been unknown how activity in defined cell-types relates to population activity broadly and to null and potent dimensions specifically 7 . A common assumption is that PT output activity must be aligned with a movement-potent dimension across diverse tasks 5 . However, tests of this point have been lacking because cell-type specific perturbations must be combined with large scale recording to connect population activity to the causal contributions of individual cell types. Here we overcame this limitation and combined optogenetic suppression of a specific projection cell types (e.g. pons-projecting PT neurons) during a rest period with closed-loop perturbation during movement execution in the same recording sessions. We found that selective suppression of PT neuron activity during rest produced large perturbations of population activity that were in fact aligned with a movement-null dimension identified during movement execution. This point is made concrete by observing that suppression of PT neurons during movement execution had little effect on movement kinematics despite producing large changes to population activity. Thus, cortically-dependent movements with highly similar kinematics can be controlled with varying amounts of PT neuron activity.
Here we suggest that flexible routing through output pathways (e.g. the ratio of IT to PT activity during movement execution) may be conceptualized as changing the position of MCtx activity along a movement-null dimension. The relative contribution of PT neuron activity to movement execution may thus vary substantially across tasks or contexts without directly altering the gross kinematics of the underlying movement, but perhaps being scaled in proportion to demands for dexterity 2, 59 . Large-scale recording across layers shows that complex recurrent dynamics can adjust the balance of these two major projection pathways on a millisecond timescale and thus allow for robust cortical control of movement. We suggest that this provides a circuit mechanism by which actions have both abstract (kinematic) representations and can realize those kinematic representations through varying configurations of descending projection neuron cell types 5 .
METHODS
Male and female mice, typically aged 8-16 weeks at time of surgery, were used in this study. All procedures were approved by the Janelia Research Campus Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and were consistent with the standards of the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. Mice were water restricted (1-1.2ml water/day), and their weight and signs of health were monitored daily as in 9 .) Surgical methods closely followed those previously described 9,67 except where indicated below.
Behavior
Behavioral code was implemented as described previously 9 and run from a microcontroller based system (details can be obtained from http://dudmanlab.org/html/resources.html). After surgery (see below), mice were given 5 days of recovery prior to beginning water restriction (1ml water/day). Following 3-5 days of initial water restriction, they underwent 10-20 days training, which simply involved exposure to the task and self-learning. Mice were head-fixed in a custom made head restraint box using the RIVETS head-fixation apparatus (see Osborne & Dudman, 2014 for methods 67 ). The mouse's front paws rested on a metal bar attached to a spring-loaded joystick, which had unconstrained 2D maneuverability in the horizontal plane. Mice were trained to maneuver the joystick to certain thresholds varying across three different blocks (e.g. 3-4-3 mm) to obtain a sweetened water reward delivered 1 s after each threshold crossing. Rewards were followed by a 3 s inter-trial interval (ITI) in which no movements would be rewarded. There were up to 150 trials (50 trials per block) in electrophysiology and 120 trials per session in imaging (some sessions were incomplete), with one water reward being available per trial. All behavioral events (forelimb movements, licks) were recorded on separate channels at 25 kHz (USB-6366; National Instruments, Austin, Texas) then downsampled offline at 1 kHz. Forelimb movements were assessed offline to detect individual reaches based on the velocity joystick movement. Time points of reach start and stop were defined as well as other kinematic properties such as duration, maximum amplitude and velocity for each reach.
Extracellular electrophysiological identification and recording of FLInChR-expressing neurons in awake mice
For cell-type specific in vivo recordings from motor cortex and striatum, rAAV2-retro-CAG-Flex-FLInChR-mVenus (3.0E+12 GC/ ml) was injected to the pons bilaterally (relative to lambda: 0.4 mm anterior, 0.4 mm lateral, 5.5, 5.75, 6 mm deep, 70 nL/ depth) in Sim1-cre (KJ18Gsat) mice, selectively labeling a pyramidal type (PT) layer 5 population 16, 52, 54 . Prior to recordings, a craniotomy was made over the recording sites (relative to bregra: 0.5 mm anterior, 1.7mm lateral) at least 12 hours prior to recording under isoflurane anaesthesia. Exposed brain tissue was kept moist with phosphate-buffered saline at all times, and craniotomy sites were covered with Kwik-Sil elastomer (WPI) outside of the recording session.
For neural population recording using the Neuropixels probe 43 , awake mice fully recovered from craniotomy were head-fixed in a RIVETS chamber 67 . A Neuropixels probe (option 3 phase A) with 374 recording sites was briefly (~2 minutes) dipped into the diI cell-labeling solution (ThermoFisher) to visualize probe tracks, then lowered through the craniotomy manually. After a slow, smooth descent (200 mm/min), the probe sat still at the target depth for at least 5 min before initiation of recording to allow the electrodes to settle. An Ag wire was soldered onto the reference pad of the probe and shorted to ground. This reference wire was connected to an Ag/AgCl wire was positioned on the skull. The craniotomy and the Ag/AgCl wire were covered with a saline bath. Voltage signals are filtered (high-pass above 300 Hz), amplified (200x gain), multiplexed and digitized (25 kHz) on the base, allowing the direct transmission of noise-free digital data from the probe, and were recorded using an open-source software SpikeGLX (https://github.com/billkarsh/SpikeGLX). Recorded data were preprocessed using an open-source software JRCLUST (https://github.com/JaneliaSciComp/JRCLUST) to identify single-or multi units in the primary motor cortex (M1) and STR. To assay FLInChR expression and responses, a fiber (200 mm core, 0.39 NA, Thorlabs) coupled to a 574 nm laser source (Omicron) was placed to deliver light onto the craniotomy. Single laser pulses of 1 s duration with power measured at the tip of the fiber of 4-8 mW were delivered 60 times with 8 s intervals.
Cell-type specific closed-loop perturbation of M1 neuronal activity
To examine the cell-type specific role of the deep layer 5 PT neurons in MCtx, we injected rAAV2-retro-CAG-Flex-FLInChR-mVenus 52, 53 into the pons (relative to lambda: 0.4 mm anterior, 0.4 mm lateral, 5.5, 5.75, 6 mm deep, 70 nL/depth) in three Sim1-cre (KJ18Gsat 54 ) mice. Viruses obtained from Janelia Viral Tools (https://www.janelia.org/support-team/viral-tools). To examine the role of the IT neurons in MCtx, we bilaterally injected the same virus into the dorsal striatum (relative to bregma: 0.5 mm anterior, 1.6 mm lateral, 2, 2.7, 3.5 mm deep, 150 nL/depth) and cortex (site 1 : 0.9 anterior, 1.5 lateral, site 2: 0.1 anterior, 1.9 lateral, site 3: 0.1 anterior, 1.1 lateral, each site at 300+600 microns deep, 80nl/depth) in five Tlx3-cre (PL56Gsat 54 ), respectively. In closed-loop experiments, a 500 ms single pulse of 574 nm laser was delivered bilaterally in randomly selected 30 % of the trials immediately when mice moved the joystick by 1.5mm from the zero point taken at the end of each ITI.
To examine the general role of MCtx in control of forelimb movement regardless of the projection neuronal celltype, we implanted optical fibers (200 mm core, 0.39 NA, Thorlabs) bilaterally to place fiber tips right onto the pia of the brain in VGAT-ChR2-eYFP 68 (Fig 1) or Rbp4-cre 54 ::Ai32 69 (Extended Data Fig 1) mice. In closed-loop experiments, a 500 ms single pulse of 473 nm laser was delivered in randomly selected trials triggered by a slight joystick movement caused by mice. In open-loop experiments, a 3 s single pulse of 473 nm laser was delivered in randomly selected 30 % of trials at a given time point (2 s after previous reward delivery during inter-trial interval in select trials) regardless of animals' behavior.
Cell-type specific two-photon calcium imaging
Viruses were AAV 2/1-Flex-GCaMP6f, diluted to 2*10 12 gc/ml 57 and obtained from Janelia Viral Tools (https://www.janelia.org/ support-team/viral-tools). 5 injections performed in a cross-shape, centered on 1.6 lateral, 0.6 rostral. 20nL was ejected at 600um depth. This center was chosen based upon previous microstimulation work 70, 71 . Imaging was restricted to one month after injection to minimise overexpression.
3mm-wide circular imaging windows were made over the left cortical hemisphere in all animals, following the method of Goldey et al 72 . Window implants were centered on the virus injection center, and fixed in place using cyanoacrylate glue and dental acrylic. Windows (custom ordered from Potomac photonics) were made by placing three windows together, with the top window being 3.5mm, the bottom two being 3mm, such that the top window rested on thinned skull area. This triple window arrangement was used to increase downward pressure on the brain and stabilize the brain motion.
Imaging was performed with a custom built two photon laser scanning microscope running scanImage software (latest versions, from 2013-2016; https://vidriotechnologies.com). GCaMP6f was excited with a ti:sapphire laser, tuned to 920nm. Imaging was typically performed at 33Hz via bidirectional scanning with a resonant galvo. Power at sample did not exceed 150mW. In poorer quality windows, frame rate was halved to allow an increase in peak pulse power. This was done to minimise photodamage from thermal effects 73 . Depth of recording ranged from 350um-450um, depending upon imaging clarity, corresponding to the proximal dendritic region of the apical dendrite.
All imaging data analysis was performed in Python using custom-written scripts unless otherwise stated. Imaging data was motion corrected in two stages. Firstly, an image average was taken for a session across all frames. Secondly, each frame was then motion registered to that image, based upon a Fourier-based cross-correlation approach to detect the optimal corrective displacement. The average was then re-taken, and the process repeated 3 times. The result of this image registration process was examined by eye for each session to check for errors.
Region of interest (ROI) extraction was done manually in imageJ software. ROIs with high baseline fluorescence, a putative marker for unhealthy cells, were not used 74 . Fluorescence traces were deconvolved to inferred rates using published code 75 . We note that this is not an attempt to claim specific firing rates of neurons, but rather to reduce the distorting effect of the calcium sensors' slow kinetics on the inferred activity. We did not attempt to calibrate these inferred spike rates with real rates.
Histology Fluorescence light sheet microscopy of cleared mouse whole brain
At completion of all electrophygiological experiments, mice were perfused with 40 ml of cold PBS (pH 7.4) containing 20 U/ ml heparin at ~10ml/min, and fixed with cold 4% PFA. Extracted brains were further fixed for 24hrs in 4% PFA. Fixed brains were delipidated using the CUBIC-L cocktail 10 w%/10w% N-butyldiethanolamine/Triton X-100 for a week. Delipidated brains underwent nuclear counterstaining with TO-PRO-3 (ThermoFisher) for a day. We then transparentized the delipidated brains in the refractive index (RI) matching cocktail CUBIC-R composed of 45 w%/30 w% antipyrine/nicotinamide for two days 76 . Finally, cleared brains were imaged using fluorescence light sheet microscopy (Zeiss Lightsheet Z.1) to visualize expression of FLInChR (509 nm), probe tracks (570 nm), and nuclear counterstaining (661 nm).
DATA ANALYSIS METHODS Neural data analysis
Single unit data analyses and statistical tests were performed using custom-written codes in Matlab. Spikes of isolated single units in M1 and striatal areas were counted within 1-ms bins to generate the trial-by-bin spike count matrix per unit aligned to reach start or reward delivery. The trial-averaged firing rates were calculated within 50-ms bins and z-score normalized using the mean and standard deviation of its baseline (a 2500-ms period before reach start) firing rate.
Dimensionality reduction (PCA)
To find the direction along which the neural population activity most covaried during task performance and extract low dimensional neural population trajectories along these directions, PCA was performed on a data matrix D of size (bt, n), where b and t are the number of 50-ms time bins and the number of trials, respectively, n is the number of neurons. The trialby-trial binned spike counts are square-root transformed to construct D 77 . Applying PCA to D obtain X and W such that X = DW, where X is the projection of the data onto the principal components (PCs), which are orthonormal columns comprising W that contains the weights from neurons to PCs. To reveal the time-evolving patterns of population activity, Dt,b were projected onto top three PCs, trial-averaged and strung together across time to generate neural population trajectories on each PC dimension versus time ( Fig. 2A) . PCA was also performed on the neural population activity during the optotagging protocol after completion of task performance to identify dimensions that capture neural activity covariance during optical inactivation of pons-projecting PT neurons. The top two or three PCs from each dataset reflected the fast suppression and delayed paradoxical activation of putative PT and IT neurons in MCtx (Extended Data Fig. 9 ). To compare the PCs derived from
